Monday 15th Dec. 1905

My dear Spencer,

What a contrast between the climate. Borehole here at this time last year we were fairly steering in one or two steps. Now it's so quiet. I've been up at least twice with friendly zeal. I remember you just had one priest. I think you felt rather unanimous if anything. Now it is not called morning. The sort of day that would shovel and Ted name up. We are getting the monsoonal rains with a vengeance. The droughts in the far northern areas have fairly broken up there.
I have received from North 35 years of age.
he is keen at Burlington and fancy
again at London. I am introducing
the materials to my former friends.
My wife has been a fancy to
the staff that is being engaged
calling on a friend, with whom
the outline to start her friends.
Some time ago you mentioned
that you were planning one time
this his last came to hand.
the last stage I have is No. 333 a
I may you have written a grand
that comes through.
Sterling has finished the whole
of the manor's collection. It appears
that there was a condition agreement
between Nennelde and Maurice. That
the son should have the right
of the collection to Maurice.
has handed everything over to
Sauing who also takes all the
stuff collected on Hawaiian island
safeguards. I am enclosing newspaper
clipping joining functionalities. It would
be interesting to know how Finniss
came by these very fine ceremonial
chamions. I suppose he embarked upon
an Hawaiian trip and visited the lot.
Upon my return I have been too remissful.

And now I should like to go
back to Camp on the McArthur.
But I understand we are to have
a few months on the Roper, Daly
over Alps particularly at the later
further north where the land is
numerous. Friendly to the country interesting.
The Jandaun trip apart from the
work will be in greatly interesting
for we shall try to see the country
and surely have a lot.
Tablelands the whole time. Now there are several farmers in camp about Dulmen to they mean to mainly farm beans from away back home. The Macquarie 5 if only was could shake up now after the rain to produce them to go Camp north as about 50 miles up the river spread across. Forest land around the Macquarie. Jellon and his wife are very nice friendly. We could not go along with them all right. I still be indebted to nearby this means here at the beginning of April if the God would punish me with a bad pass I still feel inclined to run up. I lay down the land. Arrows amongst there sound gives me time ideas of about their situation

explained if nothing else it would be a sort of introduction to future present familiarity with them and of a good sound. Then do you think?

I am greatly enjoying Vol. 18 of Harleys, collected works — the only Vol. of Harley in our home library. His copy belongs to Harry George for whom I then always had more than an exciting regard. Especially enjoyed his letters to Senator Menzies in which he stickily thanks his friend Jellon. Smeden Booth discussed his criticism of the Army 1795 methods his own views on how to handle community to land. Hadley below the great literature. Another of my letters shall be later.
How about our books & announcements.

Have there anything new? Have the exams collecting boxes left at Bala 17th June along? Then

Banda. Banda is in a very bad way for want of water. 

S. P. Field are planning a trip

The Trampers understand all

my efforts they have not had a bit of partnership with frequent preprations.

Mrs. Cole and I do some

work, hardly balancing money coming a worthwhile task from which you are happy for

I don't think parenting

Spencer. I love to the girls.

Dad let me have a rare when

Chappie has another inspiration.

Sandra - July 1

I.S. and plenns!